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	School name 4: The Village School
	School address 4: Grove ParkLondon NW9 0JY
	Text 4: Kay Charles
	Text 5: Allyson Moss
	Text 6: 10th July 2018
	Text 7: School Led
	Text 8: www.tvs.brent.co.uk
	Text 11: Jeanne Le Bars
	Text 12: The Coordinator has compiled an excellent and detailed portfolio of evidence illustrating the school's thorough approach to the LPPA process.Objectives 1& 2.All stakeholders told of the school's involvement in the LPPA. LPPA/Parent Partnership included in the school's development plan.LPPA action plan in place .Objective 3.The Village is a special school for children and young people with a wide range of complex needs.  The school is a new build providing a state of the art environment for the whole school community, including a swimming pool, and extensive outside play areas, sensory room, cafe and flat where the young people can learn life skills.Displays are excellent, celebrating the students and their achievements.The vision, 'Progress, Inclusion, Entitlement' is re-enforced in newsletters and throughout the school.Signeage is good, and the reception arrangements professional and welcoming.Home school communication is well evidenced, including an  excellent website, coffee mornings, newsletters, phone calls home, home school log book and open door policy and practice.All staff are aware of the importance of parental engagement, and it is included in the staff handbook.Objective 4.The school provides a wealth of courses and information for parents to help them support their children's learning and to develop their skills and understanding .  These include Makaton, Behaviour, Safeguarding Awareness, Culture and the law, Growing up with SEN, Introduction of Sensory Processing, EAL and ESOL sessions.Parents are also helped to understand the different curricula delivered by the school.Coffee mornings provide a sympathetic environment for parents to learn together and to meet and share their experiences.Joint family learning opportunities include,'Joseph and his coat of many colours' and 'Every Picture Tells A Story', where during the story Mums and the older girls make a picture.The school has a diverse community and this is celebrated with religious trips, and in assemblies.Evaluations of courses and events are all in place throughout the portfolio and well evidenced , together with analysis and feedback.Objective 5.Induction processes, both into the school and internally throughout the young peoples time at the different village stages are thorough and sensitive, and involve the parents. Meetings with staff, including teachers, therapists, family workers TAs and nurses are all in place,together with  home visits, detailed information, and an excellent prospectus. The processes are reviewed and evaluated with parents in October.Internal induction includes graduation from reception to KS1, with gowns and mortar boards.  At the Village all progression is marked and celebrated with certificates.Objective 6.Detailed curriculum maps in place with clear outlines of learning goals for parents to understand.The curriculum is supported with workshops.'British Values' explained in terms of 'Village Values' - Openness, Accountability, Equality, Diversity, Inclusion, Creativity, Integrity, Mutual Respect, Partnership and Unity.Objective 7.All policies in place.  The school has produced an excellent and detailed parent partnership policy which outlines the key aspects of the home school relationship.Objective 8.As with induction, transition processes are also thorough, sensitive and detailed, from one Village school to the next as the young people move through the school and onto College or other appropriate provision.  Parents are given a wealth of information and support, particularly at post 16 and post 19.Objective 9.The school is clear about how it intends to maintain and develop  its' good practice in effective home school partnership.
	Text 9: 0208 204 5396
	Text 10: 
	Text 13: amoss@tvs.brent.co.uk
	Text 14: In addition to all the strengths illustrated above the Village is a model of good practice across the board. It is an unusually large special school , currently on three sites, soon to be four, with a roll of 299 in September.The Coordinator gave an interesting and detailed presentation on why and how the Village had developed the LPPA across the school.Strengths.As above the environment is superb as the school worked closely with the architect to create a school which is 'fit for purpose'.The extensive range of workshops, therapies, and information for parents help them to support the young people.Induction and transition processes begin very early so parents and the young people are eased into each stage.Therapists and nurses are on site, so providing holistic support, a great bonus for parents.Parents are given a wealth of  information and support re the management of behaviour, including home visits.The school serves a diverse community and provides a strong, inclusive community feel, while at the same time reflecting and celebrating that diversity. with International events, Islamic Day, Christian  Pilgrimage day', Diwali,  all in place.Diversity can present challenges when religious concerns can impact on the young person's education and development. At final verification it was clear that the school effectively works with parents to enable them to have the confidence and understanding to let their young people experience the extended and enriching curriculum, residential trips,swimming and other activitiesStaff are clearly and fully committed to parent partnership, this is reflected in the excellent partnership policy, which is included on the website. It is also evident in the effective delivery of the expressive arts curriculum where staff provide enriching experiences for the students and their families, including visits to major art galleries, theatre visits and lots of visits and links with external arts providers.  The expressive arts events and all other aspects of  the Village are rigorously evaluated.Coffee Mornings give parents a chance to meet each other, share their concerns and experiences and reduce what is often a sense of isolation. Siblings are also encouraged to come and share in the life of the school.Celebrations are key to the Village ethos, including termly awards, parties, celebration assemblies, with every child given a certificate, graduation ceremonies, and for parents, certificates and a party when they finish EAL and ESOl courses.The family support worker is a key strength of the Village, providing extensive support and information including finance, housing, benefits, EAL and ESOl.In conversation with parents they praised the strong sense of community, the excellent home school communication, the value of the home-school log book , the coffee mornings, workshops and support, and the staff commitment. "They have lots of time for us",  "Sending our child here has completely changed our lives".Finally it was a great pleasure to meet three highly articulate six year old pupils who explained that they like school, and they like it when their mum comes into school.  They explained the fairness of the allocation of bikes scheme, the various values of milk teeth when they come out, from 1p to 5p and how they love going on trips.
	Text 1018: As agreed:To continue to raise parental involvement focusing on cultural diversity.To develop a 'Celebrating Parents' Achievement ' board.
	Text 1019:              That The Village School receives the Leading Parent Partnership Award for a period of three years.
	Text 1021: 
	Yes No: Off


